Harriers Defeated

Mullen Sixth; Meet UNH Saturday

Traveling to Williamstown last Saturday, both the varsity and freshman cross country teams were defeated in triangular meets. The scores were varsity: Springfield 21, Williams 42, MIT 64; freshmen: Springfield 35, Williams 32, MIT 42.

Co-Captains Bob Mullen, ’61 and Don Oliver, ’60, led the Beavers, finishing sixth, and thirteenth, respectively. Herb Olsson, ’61, George Wilmore, ’61, Eli McCurtney, ’61, Herb Wegener, ’61, and Roz Weisflog, ’62, followed in fourteenth through eighteenth spots. MIT, paced by Mullen, led in the early stages of the meet, but the Ephs were able to group their runners about 15 seconds in front of the Beaver pack to gain their second place. A steep 500-yard hill in the second mile seemed to be a deciding factor.
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The varsity won their first meet of the season against the powerful Springfield squad near the first mile post. The Cardinal and Gray finished second place. A steep 500-yard hill in the second mile seemed to be a deciding factor.
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Other varsity meets (match scores in par- entheses): Colby ’60, (1 up), Vassar ’60, (6 and 4), Gettysburg ’60, (5 and 4), Kentucky High, ’60, (6 and 5), and George Kennedy, ’62, (6 and 5).

Brown wins Senior Mile; Mit Defeats U. Conn.
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Sailors Defeated

for Team Racing Finals; Oberg Trophy Regatta Here On Weekend

Sailing in light air on the Thames last weekend at the Coast Guard Academy, the varsity sailors finished second to BU to qualify for the finale of the New England Team Racing Championships. Each team toured four boats in a double round robin series of match races against each of the other schools, where the two teams with the greatest number of runs were to qualify. BU went through the entire series undefeated. Although neither the Territorials nor the Beavers had any losses at the close of Saturday’s races, the Beavers, in the following day, and a third day when Yale spent them by a quarter-point. Skipper for MIT was George Rasio, ’60, Pete Gray, ’60, Jerome Milgram, ’60, and Don Nelson, ’61, while Bruce Bardes, ’61, Jim Canty, ’61, Tom Neele, ’61, and Thane Kirk, ’60, played starring sailor.
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